Why ThreatGEN?
About ThreatGEN

Why ThreatGEN OT Security Services?

Founded in Sugar Land, Texas in 2017, ThreatGEN delivers a
solution to bridge “the ICS Cybersecurity skills gap” utilizing its Red
vs. Blue Training Solutions and ThreatGEN Industrial Security
Services.

Cyber security is no longer just an engineering problem to put off
– increasingly blatant cyber incidents underscore the catastrophic
damage and costs that cyber-attacks pose. Industrial companies
now, more than ever, need to improve the security of their
industrial control systems (“ICS”).

Our Red vs. Blue gamification training solutions use cutting-edge
computer gaming technology to provide an exciting & modernized
approach to industrial cybersecurity training, both practical and
cost effective!
ThreatGEN Industrial Security Services are delivered worldwide by
world-renowned industrial cybersecurity experts (we literally
wrote the books industry uses) using strategically chosen
partnerships to create a holistic service offering.

Our Team
Our team(s) are comprised of a combination of professionals,
integrated into not only delivering our OT Security Services, but
also instructing and being industry thought leaders:
Project Manager
Principal Consultant / Principal Engineer – over 20 years’
experience
Consultant – over 5 years’ experience





ThreatGEN, a thought leader in OT cybersecurity, has the
experience and senior level engineering expertise to help you
develop your strategy, assess your risk, create a program, and
remediate your gaps & vulnerabilities.
Our process is derived from our books, written by our Founder
Clint Bodungen (“Hacking Exposed: Industrial Control Systems”)
and Director of our ThreatGEN OT Security Services Division Pascal
Ackermann (“Industrial Cybersecurity: Efficiently secure critical
infrastructure systems” and “Modern Cybersecurity Practices:
Exploring And Implementing Agile Cybersecurity Frameworks and
Strategies for Your Organization”).

Some of the benefits of working with ThreatGEN:





Our Other Products & Services






Service package - ThreatGEN PENTEST
Service package – ThreatGEN Gap Analysis
ThreatGEN® Red vs. Blue gamification simulation
(“gamulation”)
ICS 101: Introduction to Intermediate OT/ICS
Cybersecurity (version 6.0)
ICS 201: Industrial Cybersecurity Vulnerability & Risk
Assessment (version 2.0)



We take a mentoring style approach – leaving our clients
better able to implement their own OT cyber security
plan than when we started.
We are industry instructors for numerous multi-edition
ICS cybersecurity training courses.
No “bait and switch” – you know the proven track
record of our team members on your project.
We literally wrote the book(s) that cybersecurity
professionals read and use.

